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RESEARCH LABORATORIES FOR THE ENGINEERING SCIENCES

Members of the faculty who teach rat the undergraduate and graduate levels and a number of
professional engineers and scientists whose primary activity is research generate and conduct the
investigations that make up the school's research program. The School of Engineering and Applied Science
of the University of Virginia believes that research goes hand in hand with teaching. Early in the
development of its graduate training program, the School recognized that men and women engaged in
research should be as free as possible of the administrative duties involved in sponsored research. In 1959,
therefore, the Research Laboratories for the Engineering Sciences (RLES) was established and assigned the
administrative responsibility for such research within the School.

The director of RLES-himself a faculty member and researcher-maintains familiarity with the
support requirements of the research under way. He is aided by an Academic Advisory Committee made up
of a faculty representative from each academic department of the School. This Committee serves to inform
RLES of the needs and perspectives of the research program.

In addition to administrative support, RLES is charged with providing certain technical assistance.
Because it is not practical for each department to become self-sufficient in all phases of thl supporting
technology essential to present-day research, RLES makes services available through the following support
groups: Machine Shop, Instrumentation, Facilities Services, Publications (including photographic facilities),
and Computer Terminal Maintenance.
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ABSTRACT

Single crystal iron whiskers have been grown by the reduction of

Fitferrous halides by hydrogen. These crystals have been strained to fracture

at various elongation rates at room temperature. Based on stress-strain

data, observations of the glide geometry by scanning electron microscopy,

and by the x-ray precession method, various deformation modes have been

characteri zed.

We observe that the geometry of the reduction in area is a predict-

able property of a particular orientation. The hardening rates as well

as the reduction in area Is found to be dependent upon the number 'of

active slip systems. This, In combination with the results df the pre-

cession method provide us with a complete description of the deformation

history of these crystals preceding fracture.
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FINTRODUCTION

The relationship between macroscopic fracture and the state of

internal dislocation structures just prior to fracture initiation, crack

propagation and ligament separation is of vital importance In obtaining

a fundamental understanding of the causes, progress, and nature of fracture.

Therefore, the purpose of our investigation of the evolution of dislocation

structures is the elucidation of (I) the causes of fracture Initiation,

: (if) the dynamics of crack propagation, and (ill) the ultimate strength of

ligaments and their final mode of separation.

The method of approach has been in situ straining in the high voltage

electron microscope (HVEM) of various types of both single crystals,

and polycrystalline foils E-3]. We should emphasize, however, that

it is necessary to correlate the macroscopic behavior of crystals with

the microscopic observations of in situ experiments In the HVEM. Thus,

in this communication our findings concerning the macroscopic characteriz-

ation of the mode of fracture of small crystal filaments as well as their

deformation histories are summarized for a-iron.

We recognize the importance of the deformation history In determining

the ultimate strength and the final fracture mode of crystals. Certainly,

the fracture of single crystals depends on dislocation structure, as Is

exemplified by the differences in two modes of failure: Crystals failing

due to simple shear on a primary glide plane require the activation of

only one slip system and no significant rotation, whereas the rupture of

a similar crystal necessitates a more complex disposition of dislocations.

Currently, with respect to workhardening theories there has been

little consideration given to the complex nature and disposition of dis-

locations after extensive elongations. Descriptions of dislocation

structure existing In a-iron strained to moderate extensions [4] Indicate

that there must necessarily be a high dislocation density at the point

of fracture.

A detailed analysis of the results of this Investigation Is consistent

with the complicated dislocation structures expected at fracture. These

tend to support the concept of a pattern of discrete steps required for

fracture initiation of clean, bulk solids.
3
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

For this study, single crystal iron whiskers were prepared by the

hydrogen reduction of ferrous halides. Ranging between 10-500 microns in

diameter and about a centimeter in length, the crystals were found to be

i of various shapes, geometries, and orientations C5]. They were character-

ized both before and after deformation by observation in the scanning

[ electron microscope (SEM) and through the use of the X-ray precession

method. The precession method provides information concerning orientation,

Indexing of crystal faces, and most Importantly, It enables the determina-

tion of the deformation character and geometrical history of these small

crystals C63. In addition to their observation in the SEM, the crystals

wee also observed, during deformation, under the light microscope.

Crystals were strained to fracture in an INSTRON tensile testing
4machine, as well as in a bench straining device, at elongation rates vary-

ing from 10-7 cm/sec to 8.3 x 10-2 cm/sec. In addition, large ribbons

! jon the order of 4-10 microns thick and 50 microns wide were strained In

situ in the HVEM. The results from experiments with these ribbons will

be further documented in a subsequent communication.

Some samples used In this study, and from which pertinent data was
ti obtained, had Initially been mounted In slotted supporting grips prior

to straining. Also, some samples which were epoxied to glass capillaries0

and then coated with 300 A of gold were viewed In the SEM. Crystals were

in all cases handled Immediately below kinked portions to insure that no

defects to the crystals were introduced as a result of handling and that

strain rate and fracture data obtained was for virgin, dislocation-free

whiskers.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Predeformation precession photographs indicate a high degree of overall

crystalline perfection of the iron whiskers prepared for thi.s study. While

more than 100 crystals were strained in this Investigation, all of the data

t Iobtained on each crystal was uniformly consistent with the results for

all other crystals. 0 "ause these results are self-consistentin this

communication we will ,milt ourselves to a few general comments regarding

all crystallographic orientations followed by a detailed description of

the macroscopic Investigation of <110> oriented crystals.

4 It was noted that the elastic behavior of many of these crystals was

masked by the activation of a number of slip systems in the "microstrain"

or stage 110"1 region. An example of this is given In Figure 1. Here,

"unexpected {1101 slip" is observed prior to establishment of slip on the

primary {1101 slip plane. This was determined by slip trace analysis of

adjacent surfaces of the depicted crystal. The appearance of glide traces

*on the surfaces was found to be elongation rate dependent. The strengths

of the crystals varied systematically with orientation and were in the

range of 0.6-9 x 108 Pa. This is greater than the strengths of normal

bulk single crystals, yet they were also determined to fail-at stresses

similar to those reported by Brenner C71 for iron whiskers thicker than

10 lro.

Plastic deformation preceding fracture was a complex phenomenon, as

evidenced by the many slip aoomalles observed. Three stage hardening

was uniformly exhibited by the majority of crystals studied, as was 100%

reduction in area, i.e. chisel point fracture. The chisel point fracture

appeared "crystallographic" In nature. That Is, edges of certatn orienta-

tions were consistently along identical directions, and reductions in area

repeatedly demonstrated the same geometric behavior. An example of such

Ibehavior Is the fracture of crystals oriented in the <110> direction. A

<110> crystal having a hexagonal cross-section is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 3 diagrammatically depicts the orientation of Its crystal faces and

the crystallography of the reduction in area.

II 5
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Figure I Slip traces on the surface of a <100> tensile
sample. Note coarse lines have displaced the
fine initial slip lines.

Figure 2 SEM micrograph of the fractures tip of an
a-iron whisker (<110>).
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Figure 3 Diagram of a <110> oriented whisker depicting

the crystallography of the reduction in area.
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The engineering stress-strain curves of <110> oriented crystals,.

whose failure geometry appeared in Figure 2, are plotted in Figure 4.

True stress-strain curves were not plotted from load-time curves obtained

I from the INSTRON tensile testing rnchine because the assumption of uniform

yielding along the length of the sample was not valid for these whiskers.

I Localized yielding was observed in most cases. All tests discussed here

were performed at room temperature and at a constant cross head speed of

8.33 x 10- 5 centimeters/second.

We note in Figure 4,. variations in the hardening rate of these

crystals. This was observed as being related to the number of active

slip systems. The crystal depicted in Figure 2 had a hardening curve

identical to that of A shown in Figure 4. From the deformation geometry

It can be determined that there has been no distinguishable atomic dis-

j placement in any direction other than perpendicular to the {110} crystal

face. This indicates that the only possible active Burgers vector is

normal to the appropriate {1101 face. With the aid of a cubic (110)

standard sterographic projection it can be determined that the only

possible active slip systems were (112)[IIT] and (I12)0II]. Further

verification of this fact may be obtained through the use of the precession

method. Figure 5 indicates this lattice rotation. Increased hardening

[rates of samples B, C, and D are due to the additional activation of either

the (123)011] and (123)CIIT] systems sim-Itaneously and/or with further

contributions of the '213)CII] and (213)[IIT] slip systems acting together

to cause only a slight change In deformation geometry. This phenomenon

i[ is evidenced by an indented line along the tensile axis, described here in

Figure 6. Consideration has been given to the posslbllit that the line

on the {llOlcrystal face Is along an invariant plane of deformation. This,

howeve", would necessitate the activation of several asymmetric slip

systems. Precession photographs indicate that these particular systems

are not active in these crystals. It can be concluded that the workhard-

ening rates appear to be directly dependent upon the number of active

Ii slip systems. Table I includes labeled curves and lists the active slip

systems responsible for the observed hardening behavior. Also listed

(see Table 2) are the Initial Schmid factors for each ystem. The data
I8
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ii Figure 4 Engineering stress-strain curves of four

I ~ <0> ori ented crystalIs.
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I Figure 5 Stereographic net showing observed
lattice rotations.
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Figure 6 The line on the smooth face is indicative
of the activation of another Burgers
vector belonging to a slip system other[E than a (2111<111>.
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obtained in these experiments suggests that the initial activation of

additional slip systems may possibly be due to misorlentation of the crystal

in the grips.

Further results of the precession method indicate a symmetric rotation

of volume e;ements with some rotating clockwise and some counter-clockwise

about a specific normal to the tensile axis as indicated in Figure 3.

This rotation is seen as being '1%e consequence of an effective reduction

in stored energy of cells formed ouring the deformation processes. It is

presumed then that dislocations move so as to screen each other's stress

: fields forming cells. These cells then shrink in size by the principle

of similitude C8,9J. Due to the passage of dislocation through cells, the

1volume elements contained by a cell is being sheared. The incorporation

of these glide dislocations into cell walls will then lead to the rotations

observed. Thus it Is clear that the results of the precession method are

In agreement with those predicted from cellular workhardening theory CIO,

II]. The rate of formation of cells and the rate of shrinkage is certainly

1dependent upon the number of active slip systems. This is consistent

with the differences observed In the hardening curves as well as this in-

[vestigation's determination of the dependence of slip trace depth on elong-
ation rate C12].

The extension of the above to the final mode of deformation and ulti-

mately to fracture, provides the logical sequence necessary for ductile

fracture initiation. We might consider cell rotation to be limited to

the saturation of the grid of screw dislocations that are found between

two cells whose Interface is perpendicular to the rotational axis. However,

the angles of rotation are greater than what we might expect to see from

the simple seizure of a dislocation grid. We further note that the lattice

rotation Is usually found to be toward the tensile axis. This rotation is

completed at the point of separation and covers the entire necked area.

Glide packet formation results in diffraction maxima which are discrete

points, and these discrete points indicate various degrees of rotation

for each packet. However', In the necked region the diffraction maxima are

smoothly and continuously streaked, resulting from a uniform rotation Zf

volume elements throughout the length of the necked region.

12



j Is specifically the enhancement of the activation of the primary slip

system as is confirmed by tests. showing extended geometric softening of

these crystals.
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CONCLUSIONS

1 Certain relevant conclusions concerning the predeformation history

may be inferred from the observations made and the data collected in this

I investigation. We note that the reduction in area at the fractured end

on the crystals studied has not been the result of simple shear, but was

produced by predictable sets of glide dislocations in accordance with

the conditions imposed by the external geometries. Crystals of similar

[ size and shape, but with their stress axes parallel to <1I.0>, <III> and

<2111> re .pectively, exhibited a correspondingly systematical- glide behavior.

The fracture of these crystals may be considered analogous to the failure

of ligaments within a three-dimensioal void sheet formed during the -final

phase of the fracture of a bulk crystal. Assuming a similarity in tri-

axial stresses between those in the unslipped region of our crystals and

those in ligaments in bulk crystals, we may predict the glide geometry

and dislocation structures which will result during the failure of ths

ligaments. We also recognize that the accommodation of large strdins-as

well as the reduction in area ,is determined by the movement of dislocations

on the order of a distance equal to that of the dislocation cell size.

Finally, we observe an apparent relationship between the extent of

cell rotation in Stage III hardening and the initiation of fracture. The

[extent of the uniformity of cell development and similitude Is then of

fundamental Importance In the-Understanding of the causes and nature of

fracture.

E
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TABLE I

Tensile axis Crystal Active slip system

Clio] A l)El] (112)CHI

L Cl10] B (123)Clll], (123)01T], ( ll I)l , (tl2)OIT]

o123)ClI13, (123)r IT, l2)C -l[li
Cli0] C;D (

(112)C! T] , (213).C111 , (213)E I ]J :

I

[ TABLE II

For a tensile direction of C!10]

Slip System Initial Schmld Factor

(112)011] 0.47

(112)01T] 0.47

(123)011] 0.46

(213)011] 0.46

(213) IT] 0.46

(123)01] 0.46

g 15
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